ABSTRACT
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a life-threatening, noncarcinogenic inflammatory pulmonary conditions characterized by the collection of fluids
in the air sacs of the lungs. When fluid-filled airways are ventilated, the stresses of
repetitive recruitment-decruitment (Rec-Der) causes cellular damage to the epithelial
surface, leading to ventilator induced lung injury (VILI). The objective of this study was
to establish a foundation for use of electric cell-substance impedance sensing (ECIS) in
real-time analysis of cell membrane morphology and RecDer-induced damage. NCI
H441 papillary adenocarcinoma human pulmonary epithelial cells are cultured onto
custom 1F8x10E PC Flow Array. 10mM cysteine and 1% gelatin surface treatments
demonstrated strong results for improved cell-substrate adhesion strength. RecDer insults
were introduced at a velocity of 0.5mm/s through FBS-enhanced RPMI164 growth
media. Experimental trials for 0 (n=1), 1 (n=1), 5 (n=1), 10 (n=1), 20 (n=7), and 50 (n=1)
RecDer insults were analyzed using AnnexinV/PI flow cytometry; results showed
monolayer health of 97.76%, 93.152%, 91.801%, 72.495%, 66.88% and 60.812%
respectively. Trials for 20 (n=1), 30 (n=1), and 40 (n=1) RecDer insults were analyzed
using ECIS; Frequency-dependent impedance modeling of the acquired data suggested
increased damage to both cell-cell junction health and cell membrane integrity with
increased RecDer insults. Results established a strong foundation for ECIS analysis of
RecDer-induced monolayer damage.
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1. Reopening of a fluid filled airway manufactures mechanical stresses and strains
on the epithelial cell surface along the airway. When a collapsed, compliant
airway is forced open with ventilation, cells are exposed to a series of stresses. As
the finger of air approaches, the cells are strained towards the interface, and as the
finger of air passes, the cells are pushed outwards (3).
2. Fluorescent images of pulmonary epithelial surface dyed with ethidium
homodimer-1 and ouabain-BODIPY-FL, in the stages control, airway reopening
at fast velocities (UF), and airway reopening at slow velocities (US). Areas of
increased paracellular permeability can be observed in the Us image (9).
3. During forward constant velocity flow, surfactant molecules accumulate in bulk at
the apex of the air-liquid profile, as seen in 3c1. During reversal of flow, the
surfactant molecules are redistributed to the outer circumference of the air-liquid
interface, as seen in 3c2a and 3c2b. This effectively relocates surfactant to the
contact surface of the interface and the airway epithelial surface. It is proposed
that this mechanism of surfactant distribution is responsible for the observed
decrease in cell damage over the surface area of ventilation retraction. (7).

V

4. Live/dead marked microscopic images are juxtaposed to the position-based form
of the pulsatile ventilation. Epithelial cell damage profiles during temporary flow
retraction are demonstrated for surfactant-free, 0.1mg/ml, 1.0 mg/ml, and
1.0mg/ml with 5.0 mg/ml albumin surfactant environments. It can be seen that
damage over the position of temporary flow retraction was most significantly
reduced with 1.0mg/mL surfactant concentrations (7).
5. ECIS data acquisition is based on thin, gold-film electrode layouts on
polycarbonate culture substrates. Alternating currents with manipulable
frequencies is passed across the adhered cell layer. Depending on the frequency,
the current can be directed across cell membranes or between cell-cell junctions.
Acquired impedance and resistance data reveales important information regarding
cell barrier function, while acquired capacitance values can illustrate cell
membrane morphology or electrode coverage (17).
6. Impedance is represented in its complex form, with the magnitude as the vector
length and the phase shift as the angle deviation from the x-axis (17).
7. A schematic of a cell monolayer on ECIS electrodes is depicted above. The three
model parameters Rb, a, and Cm describe the tightness of cell-cell junctions, the
constraint of current flow within the subcellular cleft, and the membrane
morphology/composition respectively (17)
8. The Bode diagram plotting impedance magnitude as a function of frequency
demonstrates ECIS’ analysis dependency on the AC signal; low and high range
frequencies isolate intercellular junction and cell membrane morphology,
respectively (17).
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9. Shifts in the frequency-dependent impedance plots characterize variations in the
parameters a, Rb, and Cm. By plotting the impedance-frequency models for
various biological environments, observations regarding changes in cell-cell
junction, barrier function, or cell membrane morphology can be made (17).
10. This schematic illustrates the principles of electric cell-substrate impedance
sensing. ECIS applies an alternating current across the cell-substrate surface.
Information regarding cell morphology can be obtained through analysis of
impedance, capacitance, and resistance models (21).
11. Low-frequency alternating current flows primarily in between cell-cell junctions
(red), with reduced amounts of current passing directly through cell membranes
(green).
12. Higher frequency alternating current tends more to pass directly across cell
membranes (depicted in green) than in between cell junctions (depicted in red).
13. 50x5x1.58mm custom ECIS flow arrays, each containing 8 discrete sets of 10
active 250um diameter electrodes.
14. NCI H441 (ATCC) human papillary adenocarcinoma cells are seeded onto ECIS
flow arrays without surface treatment. Microscopic images depict seeded cells
have formed a fully confluent monolayer after 4hr initial incubation period.
15. Microscopic images depict the monolayer has peeled away from the culture
surface after introduction of fluid flow due to insufficient cell-surface adhesion
strength
16. Microscopic images were acquired of the seeded monolayer onto treated flow
arrays after the introduction of flow stresses. With the cysteine/gelatin surface

VII

treatment, the monolayer adhesion is improved significantly and confluency is
maintained after introduction of flow stresses.
17. H441 (ATCC) human papillary lung cells were seeded into custom 1F8x10E
ECIS flow arrays (Applied Biophysics, NY) at a concentration of 1.5 x 106
cells/mL. Once seeded cells settle and adhere (~6hrs), flow arrays are left to
incubate with growth media reservoirs attached; the reservoirs increased the
volume of media the monolayer was exposed to in order to prevent exacerbated
toxic build-up.
18. Partial pulsatile ventilation was introduced to fluid-filled arrays; the red, blue, and
green boxes represent the segments of the flow channel exposed to no RecDer,
ventilation retraction, and full-spectrum RecDer respectively
19. This image depicts the apparatus setup of the flow chambers and the linear motor
ventilation actuator. The flow chambers were connected through a series of Tygon
(Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics, Courbevoie) tubing to syringes actuated by a
linear motor (LinMot, WI), which administered partial pulsatile ventilations
through the chamber. The system was placed inside an incubator at standard
settings (37oC, 5% CO2, humidified).
20. H441 (ATCC) human papillary lung cells were cultured onto custom 1F8x10E
ECIS flow arrays (Applied Biophysics, NY) without any surface pre-treatment.
Microscopic images depict the monolayer, after 4-6hrs of incubation period postseeding, peeled away from the chamber surface after introduction of fluid flow;
the insufficient cell-surface adhesion resulted in an unacceptable monolayer for
RecDer testing.
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21. H441 (ATCC) human papillary lung cells were cultured onto custom 1F8x10E
ECIS flow arrays (Applied Biophysics, NY) with cysteine and gelatin surface
treatment; microscopic images of the monolayer revealed significant
improvements in the cell-substrate adhesion, and that confluency was maintained
after introduction of flow stresses.
22. Density plots for control, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 RecDer insults demonstrate the
population composition of live, early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic cells,
as segregated by the quadrant gate. Annexin-V and propidium iodide fluorescent
stains were set as BL1-H and BL3-H respectively. Significant BL3-H positive
population and insignificant BL1-H population suggests the primary mechanism
of cell death due to RecDer, as observed by flow cytometry, was necrotic in
nature.
23. Bar graph representation of population composition for live, early apoptotic, late
apoptotic, and necrotic cells for varying quantities of RecDer insults. The trial
number for 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 were n=1, n=1, n=1, n=1, n=7, and n=1
respectively. The average live populations post-insult for 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50
repetitions of RecDer were 97.76%, 93.15%, 91.80%, 72.495%, 66.88%, and
60.82% respectively.
24. Raw impedance values obtained were plotted against the frequency domain to
obtain the impedance-frequency data model. From this figure, qualitative analysis
of the parameters Rb, Cm, and a can be made by comparison to Figure 9.
25. Impedance values normalized to the control (0 insults) illustrates significant
decrease with increase of insults. As number of RecDer insults increase, the

IX

magnitude of impedance drop increases as well. Minimum values of impedance
values for 20, 30, and 40 insults were .943, .795, and .549 respectively, at 16kHz
26. Magnitude impedance changes within each trial of RecDer insults are observed
when the raw impedance for each trial is normalized to itself. As depicted, 20, 30,
and 40 RecDer insults result in normalized decreases in impedance of 0.056,
0.1942, and 0.441 respectively. Furthermore, maximum decreases in impedance
values were observed at 16000Hz for all three trials.
27. Plotting of impedance against the frequency domain allows for direct comparison
to the Impedance-Frequency model depicted in Figure 9. Qualitative analysis of
shift in characteristic curves with varying quantities of RecDer insults reveal
important insights regarding Rb and Cm, model parameters heavily influenced by
tightness of cell-cell contacts and membrane morphology, respectively. This
demonstrates the efficacy of ECIS in observing morphological behavior during
RecDer insults, and highlights a key frequency range of 10k-64kHz for future
analysis.
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2. A negative correlation between cell health and quantity of RecDer insults was
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1. INTRODUCTION
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a life-threatening, noncarcinogenic inflammatory pulmonary condition characterized by the collection of fluids
in the air sacs of the lungs; ARDS demonstrates a 41.1% mortality rate, and affects over
190,000 people annually (12). The current immediate medical interventions available for
ARDS conclude with mechanical ventilation, which is a detriment due to the severe
amount of damage the stresses and strains inflict on the pulmonary tissues known as
ventilator induced lung injury (VILI) (16). VILI, a precursor to ARDS, is primarily
caused by volutrauma, cellular trauma caused by alveolar over-distension during
ventilation, and atelectrauma, cellular trauma caused by the stresses of repetitive
reopening of fluid-filled airways (7).
ARDS is typically developed in the hospital post-admission; the onset of ARDS
can be reduced by ventilating the injured lung in a prophylactic manner that avoids RecDer and VILI. Pulmonary surfactant, a type II alveolar surface-active lipoprotein
complex, serves to lower surface tension in the lung (6). Experimental data from a 2012
study demonstrated that cell membrane damage, quantified by cell death using live/dead
assays, is significantly reduced when ventilation of a closed airway is temporarily
retracted (7). However, the analysis method applied provides only a single timeframe
understanding of the cell surface condition, as live/dead assays cannot provide
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information regarding changes in cell membrane integrity over time. Thus, the
real-time analysis of the cell surface morphology is of new interest.
Without real-time data analysis during introduction of the damages, it is difficult
to determine the true cause of the observed decrease in cell death percentage. The
objective of this project is to establish the fundamental procedures for quantitative
evaluation of epithelial cell behavior during interfacial flow in real-time using electric
cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS). ECIS monitors morphological changes, cell
locomotion, and other behaviors in real-time through the analysis of electrical impedance
from the substrate; both intracellular and intercellular behavior (membrane barrier and
tight junction behavior) can be quantitatively observed utilizing frequency-varying
currents (21). NCI H441 papillary adenocarcinoma human pulmonary epithelial cells
(ATCC) will be cultured onto 1F8x10E PC Flow Array trays (Applied Biophysics, NY)
for ECIS-monitored experimental trials. The 1F8x10E flow dish allows for pulsating
passes of an air bubble through a cell-lined channel on an apparatus compatible with
ECIS. Thus, this adaptation of the ECIS system will provide real-time analysis of cell
membrane morphology during the interfacial flow.
The desired outcome of this project is to integrate ECIS analysis to the
experimental study of cell monolayer damage during pulsatile ventilations. The
implementation of real-time data will aid us in understanding the nature of epithelial
wounds caused by atelectrauma, and explore theories that explain why decreased damage
is observed during pulsatile ventilation. Positive results will have immense implications
paving the way forward to extended studies, explorations including that of cell wound
repair during the pulsating pass

2

2. BACKGROUND

2.1

Introduction
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), a life-threatening inflammatory

pulmonary disease that compromises its victims’ effectiveness of alveolar gas exchange,
demonstrates a mortality rate of 40% in an affected population of approximately 190,000
people annually (11,12). Leading to both physical and cognitive impairments with long
and short term complications, ARDS is an impactful pulmonary disease in the United
States of America.

2.2

Anatomy of the Lung

2.2.1

Respiratory Pathways
The respiratory system of the human body is a complex biological pathway

comprised of several structures all working in unison to exchange gases between the
body and its environment. The respiratory system includes the oral and nasal cavities, the
pharynx, the larynx, the trachea, the bronchi, the bronchioles, and the alveolar sacs (11).
Pulmonary ventilation of the lungs is executed by action muscular structures, specifically
the diaphragm and the intercostal muscles. During inhalation, the diaphragm and the
intercostal muscles contract, expanding the chest and decreasing the pressure within the
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thoracic cavity. Gases from the external environment enter the lungs to equilibrate
the pressures, and inhalation is achieved. During exhalation, the diaphragm relaxes and
expands upwards, compressing the thoracic cavity and increasing the pressure within (11,
23). The gas inside the lungs is forcefully pushed out, and exhalation is achieved.
However, the effective respiratory action of gas exchange level occurs on a cellular level,
in the alveolar sacs at the alveolar epithelial surface. There, oxygen in the gases entering
the alveolar sacs is exchanged for carbon dioxide transported out of the bloodstream via
the epithelial surface (23).
2.2.2

Alveolar Epithelial Surface
At approximately 0.2-0.5mm in diameter, the alveolar sacs conclude the

respiratory tract distally (5). Here, gas exchange occurs at the cellular level. Two cells
make up the composition of the alveolar epithelial surface; membranous pneumocytes
and granular pneumocytes. At roughly 90-95% by alveolar surface area, the epithelium is
predominantly comprised of membranous pneumocytes, which type I alveolar epithelial
cells (AEC I) (5). In addition to performing gas exchange, these simple squamous cells
act as an immune barrier against microbial products and initiate pulmonary inflammatory
responses (5). Granular pneumocytes, which are type II alveolar epithelial cells (AEC II)
represent the remaining 5% (5). AEC II cells are responsible for alveolar epithelium
repair and ion transport (5). These cuboidal cells also support the pulmonary immune
defense system by secreting anti-microbial agents, including lysozymes, complement,
and surfactant proteins (5).
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2.2.3

Pulmonary Surfactant
Pulmonary surfactant is a lipoprotein complex secreted by AEC II and adsorbs to

the air-liquid alveolar interface. This complex substance, integral to the healthy function
of the human respiratory system, is a mixture of lipids and proteins. Table 1, taken from a
study performed in 1998, breaks down the surfactant composition of various species
including humans (18).
As can be seen in Table 1, human surfactant phospholipid composition is
comprised primarily of 7 types: phosphatidylcholine (PC), sphingomyelin (SM),
phosphatidylglycerol (PG), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylserine (PS),
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), and cholesterol. PC is the dominating compound present
in surfactant, accounting for approximately 81% of the lipid composition (18).

Table 1: Phospholipid composition data (19).
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2.2.4

Diphalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)
Considered one of the strongest molecules in the human surfactant protein-lipid

mixture, diphalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is a double 16-carbon chain
quaternary amine phospholipid that constitutes 40-50% of the lipid composition in
pulmonary surfactant (10, 19). This zwitterionic compound is comprised of two palmitic
acids attached by a phosphatidylcholine head, and has a higher compaction potential then
comparative phospholipids in surfactant due to its straighter non-polar tail.

2.2.5 Dynamic Surface Tension
Functioning pulmonary surfactant reduces surface tension (ST) to values near
zero at end expiration, and serves to stabilize the lungs during respiration (13). These low
STs are physiologically required by the lung to maintain a large, effective gas exchange
surface area (25). The low surface tension created by surfactant is explained by the
“squeeze-out” model, where non-DPPC surfactant molecules form a surface reservoir
during film compression (7, 9). DPPC within surfactant has a bilayer transition
temperature of 41oC, higher than the normal body temperature of 37oC; this
characteristic feature allows it to sustain surface pressures up to 70mN/m (near zero
surface tensions) through Langmuir quasi-equilibrium compression (25, 13). Pulmonary
surfactant is integral to the effective and healthy function of the human respiratory
system.
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2.3

Respiratory Disease

2.3.1

Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS)
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), previously termed acute lung injury

(ALI) is a life-threatening, non-carcinogenic inflammatory pulmonary condition
characterized by the collection of fluids in the alveolar sacs of the lungs (12). With a
mortality rate of 40% in an affected population of approximately 190,000 people
annually, ARDS poses formidable health concerns to the population in the United States
(12).

2.3.2

Pathophysiology
ARDS is characterized by diffuse alveolar damage, or DAD; an increase of

permeability of the alveolar membranes results from DAD, and consequentially increases
fluid movement into the alveoli (20). The alveoli fill with fluid and gas exchange is
restricted. Intrapulmonary shunting, a phenomenon where the alveoli are perfused with
blood as per expected but gas exchange is limited or nonexistent, is derivative of this
symptom, and often leads to severe hypoxemia (4). The Berlin concludes that oxygen
concentrations of 65% or greater, prolonged for days, can cause DAD and lead to
pulmonary fibrosis (20).

2.3.3

Diagnosis and Treatment
ARDS was defined in 1994 by the American European Consensus Conference

(AECC) to be characteristic of bilateral pulmonary infiltrates and severe hypoxia and was
later revised to further detail in 2011 by the Berlin, a collection of pulmonary, cardiology,
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and physiology experts (20). The Berlin definition of ARDS categorizes this medical
condition into three severities: mild (200 mm Hg < PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 300 mm Hg), moderate
(100 mm Hg < PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 200 mm Hg), and severe (PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 100 mm Hg) (14).
As expected, the mortality rate of ARDS is in correlation the level of severity; mortality
for mild, moderate, and severe ARDS is 27%, 32%, and 45% respectively, all with a
confidence interval of 95% (14).
Artificial ventilation is a supplementary procedure provided to patients who were
incapable of autonomous ventilation due to a variety of traumatic and medical causes,
one of which is often ARDS. Positive pressure ventilation, or PPV, is the provision of air
to a patient via a respirator, (16). The nature of the respirator varies, but the principle
holds true throughout the range of apparatus; a body of air with a higher pressure relative
to the thoracic cavity of the patient will enter the patient and then exit when the patient is
exposed to atmospheric conditions. This provides an artificial method of gas exchange
for patients with faulty or nonfunctioning respiratory systems. However, ventilator
induced lung injury (VILI) often stems from this therapeutic treatment.

2.4

Ventilator Induced Lung Injury
While the intent of mechanical ventilation is to provide life-sustaining support for

gas exchange, patients are often harmed through this process and are subjected to
ventilator induced lung injury (VILI). Alveolar over-distension, caused by administering
a ventilator pressure exceeding that of normal pulmonary physiology, is the leading
factor causing VILI (16). While alveolar pressure is easily clinically estimated, pleural
pressure offers a less obvious diagnosis; the miscalculation of pleural pressures during
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ventilation is a frequent contributor to inducing VILI in mechanical ventilation patients
(16).
2.4.1

Volutrauma
Caused by the over-distension of the lungs, volutrauma is an injury that leads to

pulmonary inflammation, edema, and hypoxia (16). This occurs when excessively high
tidal volumes are administered during mechanical ventilation. Over-distension often
induces inflammatory responses that can perpetuate the damage to unaffected alveoli
(16).
2.4.2

Atelectrauma
In contrast, the lung is exposed to multiple mechanisms of damage at low lung

volumes, including regional hypoxia, decreased surfactant efficiency, and repetitive
opening and closing of airways (16). Atelectrauma is characterized by this type of injury,
where repeated collapse and expansion of the alveolar during mechanical ventilation
severely damages the epithelial alveolar lining (7, 16).
2.5

Recruitment-Derecruitment (RecDer)
The recruitment and de-recruitment (RecDer) of an air-liquid interface during

repetitive opening and closing of airways in the lung creates mechanical stresses and
strains on the epithelial cell surface of the ventilated airway, damaging these delicate
tissues (9). The stresses produced by the air-liquid interface during the reopening of
closed airways are depicted in the Figure 1, taken from a study from 2003.
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2.5.1

Epithelial Membrane Damage
Fluid-occluded airway reopening induces significant atelectrauma-causing

stresses (3). In Figure 1, we can see the directional normal stresses the epithelial cells are
exposed to when the reopening bubble advances forward through an airway (3).
Atelectrauma and the resulting epithelial membrane damage both exacerbate the
symptoms of ARDS, increasing the severity of pulmonary edema and reducing the
alveolar gas exchange effectiveness (7). Thus, our lab aimed to further analyze and
understand the mechanisms behind RecDer-induced atelectrauma as pertaining to ARDS
physiology.
2.5.2

Mechanical Stresses of Fluid-Occluded Airway Reopening
Airway reopening creates extreme stresses on the epithelial surface of a fluid-

occluded channel. The air-liquid interface introduces a significantly large pressure to the
epithelial surface of an airway due to the increased surface tension at the perimeter of the
interface. This pressure differential at the air-liquid interface is governed by the LaPlace
law ! =

#$
%

, where g represents the collapsing force of surface tension and r represents the

alveolus radius (22). With the small values of r in alveolar standards, this pressure
gradient is extremely large, and can severely damage epithelial surfaces during RecDer.
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Figure 1: Reopening of a fluid filled airway manufactures mechanical stresses and strains on the epithelial cell surface
along the airway. When a collapsed, compliant airway is forced open with ventilation, cells are exposed to a series of
stresses. As the finger of air approaches, the cells are strained towards the interface, and as the finger of air passes,
the cells are pushed outwards (3).

2.5.3

Mechanisms of Damage
In a previous study performed, visualization of cell damage during the reopening

of a closed airway was performed using paracellular permeability assays (7). By
analyzing the permeability of cells along the airway, we inferred a correlation of damage
with the positive identification of the assay. RecDer-induced changes in cell membrane
morphology were analyzed using ouabain-BODIPY-FL conjugate and a “dead-cell”
ethidium homodimer-1.
As depicted in Figure 2, cell membrane permeability increases during airway
reopening, noticeably larger during slow velocity RecDer than in fast velocity (9).
Ethidium Homodimer-1 emits red fluorescence at an excitation/emission ration of
528/617 when bound to DNA, suggesting membrane destruction as the mechanism of
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damage (9). These observations led our laboratory to explore how one might reduce the
adverse effects of RecDer-induced atelectrauma.

Figure 2: Fluorescent images of pulmonary epithelial surface dyed with ethidium homodimer-1 and ouabain-BODIPYFL, in the stages control, airway reopening at fast velocities (UF), and airway reopening at slow velocities (US). Areas
of increased paracellular permeability can be observed in the Us image (9).

2.6

Methods for Reducing Atelectrauma
These observations of a disparity between damage during slow and fast velocity

RecDer led our laboratory to explore how one might reduce the adverse effects of
atelectrauma during airway reopening. The discovery of a damage-mitigating protocol
would have very large clinical implications for the ARDS population and the entire
pulmonology community (7).
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2.6.1

Pulsatile Ventilation
In 2012, Glindmeyer et. Al performed a study on temporary reversal of flow

during airway reopening and analyzed the effects of that mechanism on surfactant bulk
distribution in the air-liquid interface (7). The group performed computational
simulations of the fluid dynamics within an airway in situ during temporary flow
reversal, and demonstrated an improvement of surfactant function of up to 50% (7).
Figure 3 depicts the physiochemical hydrodynamics of temporary flow reversal, as well
as the bulk distribution of surfactant molecules within.

Figure 3: During forward constant velocity flow, surfactant molecules accumulate in bulk at the apex of the air-liquid
profile, as seen in 3c1. During reversal of flow, the surfactant molecules are redistributed to the outer circumference of
the air-liquid interface, as seen in 3c2a and 3c2b. This effectively relocates surfactant to the contact surface of the
interface and the airway epithelial surface. It is proposed that this mechanism of surfactant distribution is responsible
for the observed decrease in cell damage over the surface area of ventilation retraction. (7).
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The redistribution of surfactant molecules to the circumferential border of the
cross-sectional area of the reopening finger of air drastically improved the physiological
function of surfactant, as the molecules were now redistributed to the areas of highest
surface tension. With further epithelial surface health analysis (data depicted in Figure 4),
the lab concluded a significant 23% reduction in cell damages during airway reopening
(7).
However, a limitation to this study lied within the methods used for quantification
of cell damage. The ethidium homodimer and Hoechst nucleic acid stain mixture
provided only a binary depiction of the cell surface morphology before and after the
mechanical insult. The time-dependent characteristics of cell damage, or possibly cell
wound repair, were not accounted for with this analysis method. Our lab aims to integrate
electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) techniques to analyze the real-time
implications of RecDer-induced cell damage during temporary flow retraction.
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Figure 4: Live/dead marked microscopic images are juxtaposed to the observe position-based form of the pulsatile
ventilation. Epithelial cell damage profiles during temporary flow retraction are demonstrated for surfactant-free,
0.1mg/ml, 1.0 mg/ml, and 1.0mg/ml with 5.0 mg/ml albumin surfactant environments. It can be seen that damage over
the position of temporary flow retraction is most significantly reduced with 1.0mg/mL surfactant concentrations (7)
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2.7

Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS)
Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) is a real-time method of

analyzing a cell monolayer’s morphology, locomotion, or viability without the use of
labels or cell sacrificing (21). Its characteristics suit our labs desire to monitor cell
damage during temporary flow retraction in real-time.

2.7.1

ECIS Apparatus Setup:
The ECIS data acquisition principle is based on a gold-film dual electrode

coplanar layout on a polycarbonate culture substrate (17, 21). Adherent cells of interest
are seeded directly onto the gold-film electrode surfaces and their polymer insulating
coatings (17). Cell-substrate adhesion minimizes the free current flow at the electrodesolution interface, and allows for highly sensitive measurements of morphological
changes in the cell layer (17). Figure 5 illustrates the schematic of ECIS apparatus
fundamentals, where Figure 5a and 5b detail the gold-film electrodes and their polymer
insulations (17). Impedance, resistance, and capacitance data is acquired from passing
alternating current across the cell layer; important information regarding cell-cell
junctions and barrier function can be interpreted from changes in impedance and
resistance data, while cell membrane morphology and electrode coverage information can
be derived from changes in capacitance data (17).
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Figure 5: ECIS data acquisition is based on thin, gold-film electrode layouts on polycarbonate culture substrates.
Alternating currents with manipulable frequencies is passed across the adhered cell layer. Depending on the
frequency, the current can be directed across cell membranes or between cell-cell junctions. Acquired impedance and
resistance data reveales important information regarding cell barrier function, while acquired capacitance values can
illustrate cell membrane morphology or electrode coverage (17).

2.7.2

ECIS Measurement Principle
A weak, non-invasive alternating current signal with frequency ranging from 101-

105 Hz is passed through the electrode probes of ECIS cultureware (17, 21). The
frequency-dependent impedance (Z) is acquired as a complex quantity graphically
represented by a 2D vector, as shown in Figure 6 (17, 21). In the exponential complex
representation of impedance & = |&| ∗ ) *j , magnitude impedance |Z| and the phase shift
j represent the length of the impedance vector and its angle from the x-axis, respectively
(17, 21).
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Figure 6: Impedance is represented in its complex form, with the magnitude as the vector length and the phase shift as
the angle deviation from the x-axis (17).

2.7.3

Impedance Modeling of ECIS Data
Three model parameters, Rb, a, and Cm, represent significant information about

cell morphology and behavior; these parameters are derived from the mathematical
model developed by Giaever and Keese in 1991, and are of particular interest in ECIS
analysis of frequency-dependent impedance acquisitions (17).
The parameter a represents a measure of the constraint of current flow within the
subcellular cleft (17). This parameter is heavily dependent on cell radius (rc), the distance
between the cell and the electrode surface (d), and the specific resistivity of the
electrolyte in the subcellular space (r), as modeled by the equation + = ,- (//1)3/# (17).
Rb represents changes in the intercellular spaces and the cell-cell junctions;
specifically, an increased resistance across the cell layer is indicative of reduced
intercellular spaces(17).
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The parameter Cm is heavily influenced by cell membrane morphology and
composition (17). Representation of these three parameters in a cell schematic are
depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: A schematic of a cell monolayer on ECIS electrodes is depicted above. The three model parameters Rb, a,
and Cm describe the tightness of cell-cell junctions, the constraint of current flow within the subcellular cleft, and the
membrane morphology/composition respectively (17).

Frequency-dependent impedance spectra delineate important information
regarding cell-specific parameters of Rb, a, and Cm; the influence of frequency range on
current flow distribution across a cell is depicted in Figure 8, and variation of the three
parameters, as compared to control, is depicted in Figure 9 (17).

Figure 8: The Bode diagram plotting impedance magnitude as a function of frequency demonstrates ECIS’ analysis
dependency on the AC signal; low and high range frequencies isolate intercellular junction and cell membrane
morphology, respectively (17).
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Figure 9: Shifts in the frequency-dependent impedance plots characterize variations in the parameters a, Rb, and Cm.
By plotting the impedance-frequency models for various biological environments, observations regarding changes in
cell-cell junction, barrier function, or cell membrane morphology can be made (17).

2.7.4

Cell Membrane Morphology
ECIS measures changes in AC impedance using gold-film electrodes deposited in

culture-appropriate apparatuses. The system allows for use of multiple AC frequencies,
the magnitude of which determines the morphology analyzed (Figure 10).

Figure 10: This schematic illustrates the principles of electric cell-substrate impedance sensing. ECIS applies an
alternating current across the cell-substrate surface. Information regarding cell morphology can be obtained through
analysis of impedance, capacitance, and resistance models (21).
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Low frequency signals (<2000Hz) lead the AC current in between cell-cell
junctions (as is seen in Figure 11), while higher frequencies (>40000Hz) couples the
current directly across cell membranes (as is seen in Figure 12) (21). With the
manipulation of frequency based on this criteria, one can direct ECIS analysis at specific
components of cellular monolayers.

Figure 11: Low-frequency alternating current flows primarily in between cell-cell junctions (red), with reduced
amounts of current passing directly through cell membranes (green).

Figure 12: Higher frequency alternating current tends more to pass directly across cell membranes (depicted in green)
than in between cell junctions (depicted in red).

At this preliminary stage of implementing ECIS analysis into our lab protocols,
both cell-cell tight junctions morphology and membrane health are important to study.
Following the frequency principles previously outlined, reading impedances over a range
of 62.5 £ f £ 64kHz provides a holistic analysis of both intercellular and membrane
morphology for cell monolayers applied to ECIS (2). The utilization of multiple
21

frequency scanning (MFT) allows us to observe morphological changes at acceptable
sensitivities for both impedance and capacitance while compromising on temporal
resolution (Wegener, 2000). For an 8-electrode array, a single frequency scan (SFT)
samples at a rate of 0.5 seconds per electrode, while MFT samples at a rate of
approximately 10 seconds per electrode (21).
The goal of this study is to characterize cell membrane wound repair and recovery
in real time during pulsatile ventilation of a fluid-filled biomimetic airway; we aim to
achieve this by adapting and applying electric cell-substrate impedance sensing to the
reduced cell damage during temporary flow retraction phenomenon our lab previously
discovered.
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3. METHODS

3.1

Introduction
In order to integrate the ECIS analyses techniques into our laboratory methods,

we must establish the fundamental procedures and parameters for monolayer culture,
ECIS experimental apparatus, recruitment-derecruitment within flow chambers, and data
acquisition. In this study, the specifics of the flow arrays, pre-treatment of flow array
surfaces, the formation of a confluent monolayer, administration of RecDer insults, ECIS
and flow cytometry analysis of RecDer-induced damage are discussed.
3.2

ECIS Setup of 1F8x10E Custom ECIS Flow Arrays
The ECIS flow arrays used in the experiments were sterile, disposable polystyrene

chambers with gold film electrodes delineated with an insulating film on the bottom
internal surface of the chamber. Custom flow arrays were manufactured by Applied
Biophysics (Troy, NY) at specified dimensions of 50x5x1.58mm, shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: 50x5x1.58mm custom ECIS flow arrays, each containing 8 discrete sets of 10 active 250um diameter
electrodes.

Each array consisted of 8 discrete sets of 10 active 250um diameter electrodes. With
manufacturing and material restrictions, the flow arrays’ height of 1.58mm was selected
to approximate the 1.6mm inner-diameter silicone tube used in a previous study of in situ
enhancement of pulmonary surfactant function using temporary flow reversal; however,
this likely underestimates the magnitude of the interfacial pressure gradient due to the
decrease of a factor of two for rectangular profile channels (7).

3.3

Cell Culture
Considering the nature of the normal and shear stresses from the fluid-air

interfaces introduced, cell-to-surface adhesion needs to be uncompromised and strong.
Early attempts to culture NCI-H441 human papillary adenocarcinoma lung cells to
unmodified surfaces of ECIS flow array chambers were unsuccessful.
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Cells seeded into untreated flow array chambers at a concentration of
1.5x106cells/mL formed a uniformly confluent monolayer, as shown in Figure 14.
However, upon introduction of any fluid flow and all subsequent stresses, the
monolayer peeled away from the gold culture surface, as depicted in Figure 15.
Microscopic images confirm cell-surface adhesion was poor without any compromise in
cell-cell adhesion. Thus, pre-treatment of the flow array surfaces was adopted to improve
monolayer-substrate adhesion.

Figure 14: NCI H441 human papillary adenocarcinoma cells are seeded onto ECIS flow arrays without surface
treatment. Microscopic images depict seeded cells have formed a fully confluent monolayer after 4hr initial incubation
period.
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Figure 15: Microscopic images depict the monolayer has peeled away from the culture surface after introduction of
fluid flow due to insufficient cell-surface adhesion strength.

3.4

Surface Treatment and Preparation
The surfaces of the ECIS flow arrays were treated to improve cell-surface

adhesion strength. 10mM solution of cysteine in water (~800uL) was introduced into
clean, unexposed ECIS flow array chambers. The arrays were incubated for 15 minutes at
room temperature conditions (~21oC) and then rinsed twice with culture-grade ultra-pure
water (~1600uL). Following the rinse, 1% porcine gelatin solution in ultra-pure water
(~800uL) was introduced into the array; the array was left to incubate in standard
conditions (37oC, 5% CO2, humidified) for 30 minutes. After one wash with ultra-pure
water (~800uL) following the incubation period, the array seeded with H441 cells.
Monolayer adhesion to the surface was significantly approved with the addition of
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surface treatment to the protocols. The precoating of electrodes with gelatin promoted
cell attachment and spreading; drastic improvements in cell-surface adhesion can be seen
comparing Figure 15 and Figure 16.

Figure 16: Microscopic images were acquired of the seeded monolayer onto treated flow arrays after the introduction
of flow stresses. With the cysteine/gelatin surface treatment, the monolayer adhesion is improved significantly and
confluency is maintained after introduction of flow stresses
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3.5

Monolayer Formation and Growth
NCIH441 human papillary adenocarcinoma lung cell stock was cultured in

RPMI1641 (ThermoFisher) growth media supplemented with fetal bovine serum (FBS)
(ThermoFisher) and antibiotic-antimycotic serum (ThermoFisher). For flow array
seeding, approximately 800uL of 1.5x10^6 cell/mL suspended H441 solution in the
growth solution mixture was introduced in to each flow array. The arrays were left to
incubate undisturbed in standard conditions (37oC, 5%CO2, humidified) for
approximately 6 hours to allow for attachment of suspended cells. After 6 hours, 2mL
reservoirs were attached and filled with FBS-enhanced RPMI1640 to the fore and aft
channel openings (as depicted in Figure 17); increase of growth media toxicity, which is
exaggerated due to the limited volume of chamber and the high cell concentration, was
reduced using the media-filled reservoirs. The array system is incubated for
approximately 12 more hours. Growth media is fully exchanged 1 hour prior to
experiments.
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Figure 17: H441(ATCC) human papillary lung cells were seeded into custom 1F8x10E ECIS flow arrays (Appied
Biophysics) at a concentration of 1.5 x 106 cells/mL. Once seeded cells settle and adhere (~6hrs), flow arrays are left
to incubate with growth media reservoirs attached; the reservoirs increased the volume of media the monolayer was
exposed to in order to prevent exacerbated toxic build-up.

3.6

ECIS-mediated Monolayer Formation
The arrays were monitored from the introduction of cells through to the

experiments. As the cells settled and the monolayer formed, the capacitance and
impedance levels declined and inclined, respectively, to a plateau. The approximation to
a plateau was accepted as completion of monolayer formation; monolayer formation was
confirmed visually through microscopic imaging. Seeded arrays demonstrating
monolayer confluency less than 90% by surface area were not accepted for experimental
trials.
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3.7

Measurement of Interfacial Flows
One significant restriction on the versatility of the applications of ECIS arrays

was that electrical signal was contingent on fluid contact; an air-filled array did not
provide responses to the computational unit. In order to prevent the system from shorting,
the arrays needed to remain partially fluid-filled at all times.

3.8

Partial Pulsatile Ventilation
A linear waveform was modeled at a velocity of 0.5 mm/s to recruit and de-recruit

half the length of a fluid-filled array. The resulting bubble path for partial pulsatile
ventilation through the flow array is depicted in Figure 18, where the green, blue, and red
segments of the flow chamber represented the sections exposed to full-spectrum RecDer,
air-liquid interface retraction, and no RecDer, respectively.

Figure 18: Partial pulsatile ventilation was introduced to fluid-filled arrays; the red, blue, and green boxes represent
the segments of the flow channel exposed to no RecDer, ventilation retraction, and full-spectrum RecDer respectively.
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The leading air-liquid interface of the bubble represented the expected normal
stresses of forward ventilation; upon retraction, the air-liquid interface behaved in
accordance to the reverse profile of pulsatile ventilation. Thus, the monolayer in half the
length of the array was exposed to a full-spectrum RecDer ventilation insult.

3.9

Experimental Protocol for Partial Pulsatile Ventilation
A LinMot linear motor equipped was equipped with 10mL syringes filled with

FBS-enhanced RPMI1640. The linear motor system was attached to the flow chamber
using Tygon tubing as depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19: This image depicts the apparatus setup of the flow chambers and the linear motor ventilation actuator. The
flow chambers were connected through a series of Tygon tubing to syringes actuated by a LinMot linear motor, which
administered partial pulsatile ventilations through the chamber. The system was placed inside an incubator at standard
settings (37oC, 5% CO2, humidified).
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The flow arrays were connected to ECIS ports located inside an incubator at standard
conditions (37oC, 5% CO2, humidified). Prior to experiments, flow arrays were left to
stabilize in the experimental configuration for approximately 30 minutes; this measure
was taken to minimize the effects of physical reconfiguration during setup. Trials of 1
(n=1), 5 (n=1), 10 (n=1), 20 (n=7), and 50 (n=1) pulsatile ventilation passes were
performed under ECIS observation.

3.10

ECIS Quantification of Atelectrauma-Induced Damage
The flow arrays were monitored under ECIS throughout each experimental trial.

Data acquisition was set in Multiple frequency / time (MTF) mode, scanning frequencies
from 62.5Hz to 64kHz. Temporal resolution of the MFT mode was approximately 10
seconds per well, resulting in an 80 second cumulative scan time for each array.
Impedance values were obtained for each array during the ventilations over the 62.564000Hz frequency range.

3.11

Fluorescein Isothiocyanate Annexin V / Propidium Iodide Assay
In addition to ECIS quantification of monolayer morphological behavior, flow

cytometry utilizing FITC Annexin V/ Propidium Iodide stains was performed for
conventional comparisons of damage induced from the ventilatory insults in each
experimental trial. Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (FITC) Annexin V / Propidium Iodide (PI)
was used as assay markers in flow cytometry live/dead analysis. Annexin V is a 3536kDa Ca2+-dependent phospholipid binding human anticoagulant protein with a high
affinity for phosphatidylserine, abbreviated PS (1). PI is a nucleic acid binding dye
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impermeable to live and apoptotic cells (1). When cells face apoptosis, PS is translocated
to the outer plasma membrane leaflet and is exposed to the extracellular environment (1).
FITC Annexin V marks apoptotic cells, while PI marks dead cells with compromised
membranes (1). This combination of live/dead markers were chosen to allow for
differentiation between death from apoptosis (Annexin V) and from ventilation-induced
mechanical damage (PI).

3.12

Atelectrauma-Induced Damage Quantification Using Flow Cytometry
After the conclusion of the ventilatory insults, each array was immediately

processed for flow cytometry. INSERT SECTION ABOUT FLOW CYTOMETER
APARATUS AT JBJ. Approximately 800uL of 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA phenol-red
(Thermo Fisher, MA) was introduced into the arrays. Harvested cells were washed in
pH7.4 phosphate buffering solution (PBS) (Thermo Fisher, MA) and centrifuged at 130G
to remove the supernatant. The cells were then suspended in 1X annexin-binding buffer
solution (Invitrogen, CA) to a concentration of ~1x106 cells/mL and partitioned into
500uL samples. Each sample was stained with 5uL of FITC Annexin V and 1uL of
100ug/mL PI solution with a 15 minute incubation period before flow cytometry analysis.
Behavioral changes observed through ECIS were juxtaposed against corresponding data
obtained from flow cytometry live/dead analysis.
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4. RESULTS

4.1

Introduction
From the performed experimental trials and the setup preparation, important

information regarding effective monolayer culture and RecDer-induced damage to
monolayer membrane and intercellular health were obtained from microscopic, ECIS
impedance, and flow cytometry data.
4.2

Surface Treatment and Monolayer Formation
The issue of monolayer separation and low cell-surface adhesion was

overcome with the cysteine/gelatin surface treatments. Monolayer adhesion to the surface
was significantly approved with the addition of surface treatment to the protocols. The
precoating of electrodes with gelatin promoted cell attachment and spreading; drastic
improvements in cell-surface adhesion can be seen comparing Figure 20 and Figure 21
showing the monolayer condition after introduction of fluid flow without and with
surface treatment, respectively. Monolayers that separated from the array surface negated
the efficacy of impedance data acquisition. The improved cell-surface adhesion from the
treatments played an integral role in the validity and executability of the RecDer
experiments.
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Figure 20: H441 (ATCC) human papillary lung cells were cultured onto custom 1F8x10E ECIS flow arrays (Applied
Biophysics) without any surface pre-treatment. Microscopic images depict the monolayer, after 4-6hrs of incubation
period post-seeding, peeled away from the chamber surface after introduction of fluid flow; the insufficient cell-surface
adhesion resulted in an unacceptable monolayer for RecDer testing.

Figure 21: H441 (ATCC) human papillary lung cells were cultured onto custom 1F8x10E ECIS flow arrays (Applied
Biophysics) with cysteine and gelatin surface treatement; microscopic images of the monolayer revealed significant
improvements in the cell-substrate adhesion, and that confluency was maintained after introduction of flow stresses.
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4.3

Flow Cytometry Quantification of Pulsatile Ventilation Damage
Flow cytometry revealed strong correlation between repetitions of RecDer and

cell death. Quantitative data for live, early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic
populations of monolayers after 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 RecDer insults were obtained, as
demonstrated in Figure 22, Figure 23, and Table 2.
Early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic populations were grouped together
and considered to be a dead population. Average healthy live population for 0 (n=2), 1
(n=1), 5 (n=1), 10 (n=1), 20 (n=7), and 50 (n=1) RecDer insults were 97.76%, 93.152%,
91.801%, 72.495%, 66.88% (STD = 0.705%) and 60.812% respectively. For 20 RecDer
insults, standard deviations of 7.00%, 6.9%, 1.02%, 1.53%, and 7.00% were obtained for
live, necrotic, late apoptotic, early apoptotic, and dead populations respectively.
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Control

5 RecDer Insults

20 RecDer Insult

1 RecDer Insult

10 RecDer Insults

50 RecDer Insults

Figure 22: Density plots for control (0), 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 RecDer insults demonstrate the population composition of
live, early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic cells, as segregated by the quadrant gate. Annexin-V and propidium
iodide fluorescent stains were set as BL1-H and BL3-H respectively. Significant BL3-H positive population and
insignificant BL1-H population suggests the primary mechanism of cell death due to RecDer, as observed by flow
cytometry, was necrotic in nature.
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Figure 23: Bar graph representation of population composition for live, early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic
cells for varying quantities of RecDer insults. The trial number for 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 were n=2, n=1, n=1, n=1,
n=7, and n=1 respectively. The average live populations post-insult for 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 repetitions of RecDer
were 97.76%, 93.15%, 91.80%, 72.495%, 66.88%, and 60.82% respectively.

Table 2: A negative correlation between cell health and quantity of RecDer insults was observed from AnnexinV-PI
flow cytometry data. For 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 RecDer results, a sample size of n=2, n=1, n=1, n=1, n=7, and n=1
were tested. Standard deviation for 20 RecDer results for live, early apoptotic, late apoptotic, and necrotic populations
were 7.00%, 1.53%, 1.02%, and 6.90% respectively.
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4.4

ECIS Quantification of Pulsatile Ventilation Damage
Impedance values were acquired for experimental trials of 20, 30, and 40 RecDer

insults with sample size n=1, each over a frequency domain of 62.5, 125, 250, 500, 1000,
2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, 32000, and 64000 Hz.
Figure 24 demonstrates the impedance values acquired post-RecDer insults as a
function of frequency; this display of data approximates the impedance-frequency model
in Figure 9 (17) to characterize the parameters Rb, Cm, and a, and is of particular interest
for characterizing morphological responses of the monolayer under RecDer insults.

ECIS Model for Impedance Post-RecDer
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Figure 24: Raw impedance values obtained were plotted against the frequency domain to obtain the impedancefrequency data model. From this figure, qualitative analysis of the parameters Rb, Cm, and a can be made by
comparison to Figure 9.
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Figure 25 depicts the impedance values of each trial after RecDer insults
normalized to the control variable (no RecDer insults); this figure illustrates the deviation
of impedance values away from a healthy, insult-free monolayer.

Characteristic Frequency Curve of Impedance Values
Post-RecDer
Impednace (Normalized)
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Figure 25: Impedance values normalized to the control (0 insults) illustrates significant decrease with increase of
insults. As number of RecDer insults increase, the magnitude of impedance drop increases as well. Minimum values of
impedance values for 20, 30, and 40 insults were .943, .795, and .549 respectively, at 16kHz.

Change in impedance values for each trial were normalized to their respective
initial values in Figure 26 to clearly demonstrate the magnitude changes in impedance.
The cell monolayer impedance values (normalized to control) at 16kHz after 20, 30, and
40 RecDer insults were 0.943, 0.795, and 0.549 respectively.
Figure 26 depicts the impedance-frequency plot with impedance values
normalized to each trial’s initial value; this display of data best demonstrates the
magnitude drop in impedance for each repetition of RecDer insults. The morphological
response to increasing RecDer insults captured by impedance analysis was an additive
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phenomenon. Normalized maximum drops in impedance for 20, 30, and 40 insults were
5.57%, 19.42%, and 44.14% of total initial value, respectively, at 16kHz.

Impedance Changes for RecDer Insults at 0.5 mm/s
Velocity
Change in Impedance (Normalized)
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Figure 26: Magnitude impedance changes within each trial of RecDer insults are observed when the raw impedance
for each trial is normalized to itself. As depicted, 20, 30, and 40 RecDer insults result in normalized decreases in
impedance of 0.056, 0.1942, and 0.441 respectively. Furthermore, maximum decreases in impedance values were
observed at 16000Hz for all three trials.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1

Cell Culture of Flow Arrays for Air-Liquid Interface Applications
This study presented a unique application of Applied Biophysics’ ECIS flow

arrays, which are originally designed for fluid-only studies. While not its original
intended use, air-liquid interfaces were successfully introduced and studied in the custom
flow arrays. Due to the nature of the mechanical stresses of the introduced interface, cellsubstrate adhesion was of particular importance. Surface treatment with 10mM cysteine
and 1% gelatin was proved to be an effective solution for poor cell-substrate adhesion.
The methods tested in this study established a foundational procedure for H441 epithelial
cell monolayer formation in ECIS flow arrays.5.2

Confirmation of Observed

Impedance Changes with Flow Cytometry
Data obtained from flow cytometry confirmed that the RecDer-induced
mechanical stresses successfully and observably damage the cell monolayer. The positive
relationship between total damage (necrotic and apoptotic) and quantity of RecDer insults
confirm the effectiveness of the air-liquid interface within the flow chamber profile.
Furthermore, fluorescent-specific data revealed biological response to RecDer damages
was predominantly of a necrotic nature. This data set a strong precedence for future
studies on the specific cell monolayer morphological responses to RecDer during
ventilation.
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5.2

ECIS Sensitivity to Studied Mechanisms of Damage
A significant restriction to the versatility of ECIS impedance analysis was the

limited effectiveness for observing damages caused by RecDer insults of quantities less
than 20. Flow cytometry data demonstrated RecDer insult quantities less than 20 were,
indeed, causing monolayer damage; approximately 27% cell death (combined necrosis
and apoptosis) quantified through flow cytometry was not being identified during ECIS
impedance analysis. However, clear cell damage data was observed by ECIS when
testing RecDer insults of quantities greater than 20; a positive relationship between
increasing RecDer insults (greater than 20) and decreasing monolayer impedance values
was observed. This suggested ECIS impedance analysis is an effective method of
characterizing RecDer-induced damage, given a minimum requirement for the magnitude
of monolayer damage.

5.3

Characterization of Impedance-Frequency Curves
Important insight to monolayer membrane and tight junction morphology on the

was derived from the modeling of ECIS data (Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Plotting of impedance against the frequency domain allows for direct comparison to the ImpedanceFrequency model depicted in Figure 9. Qualitative analysis of shift in characteristic curves with varying quantities of
RecDer insults reveal important insights regarding Rb and Cm, model parameters heavily influenced by tightness of
cell-cell contacts and membrane morphology, respectively. This demonstrates the efficacy of ECIS in observing
morphological behavior during RecDer insults, and highlights a key frequency range of 10k-64kHz for future analysis.

The downward shift in impedance values at approximately 16kHz (depicted by arrow A
in Figure 27) suggest significant changes in the model parameter Rb. The observed
decrease in Rb as quantity of RecDer insults increased suggested a reduction of
intercellular tightness; though the general trend was observed, no quantitative arguments
regarding Rb or monolayer morphology can be made at this time. Furthermore, the
characteristic behavior of impedance values decreasing in the upper frequency range
(depicted by arrow B in Figure 27) suggested significant changes in the model parameter
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Cm. This suggested that increase in quantity of RecDer insults negatively affected
membrane composition and morphology; however, specific quantitative conclusions
regarding cell membrane integrity or shape cannot be determined at this time.
This characterization of monolayer morphology, specifically membrane and
intercellular junction behavior, establishes a strong foundation and direction for future
studies. The frequency range for the area of interest can be confidently reduced to 164kHz, with predominant focus on the 16k-64kHz region. A narrower frequency
scanning range will significantly improve temporal resolution, as the effective scanning
time will be reduced by 10 seconds per frequency, per array. Greater temporal resolution
will allow for more focused real-time analyses of epithelial monolayer behavior during
RecDer.
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6. CONCLUSION
This study served as a foundation for the use of ECIS in studying RecDer damage
in possible surfactant-mediated membrane wound repair. In conclusion, the results
established a strong foundation for ECIS analysis of RecDer-induced epithelial
monolayer damage. The procedure for epithelial monolayer formation within flow arrays
was established and verified. Qualitative changes in model parameters Rb and Cm were
observed, and monolayer morphology (membrane and intracellular behavior) was
generally characterized. A frequency range of 16k-64k Hz was identified as of particular
interest for Rb and Cm analysis.
Specific membrane characteristics and tight-junction behavior during RecDer
insults should be studied for a holistic understanding of the ECIS model parameters Rb
and Cm. The flow velocity parameter was not varied in this study, and should be explored
in further detail to reveal more valuable information regarding the stress damages of
RecDer. The physical dimensions of the flow chamber should be altered to more closely
approximate the pressure gradient of the cylindrical channel profiles utilized in our labs
previous studies for better comparisons. Furthermore, direct comparisons between
RecDer-induced monolayer damage and membrane-isolated damage (such as
electrophoresis) can strengthen the confidence for ECIS analysis of surfactant-mediated
wound repair.
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